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First a Few GivensFirst a Few Givens

Over 80% of aviation accidents are due to HumanOver 80% of aviation accidents are due to Human
ErrorError

Humans do not make these errors on purposeHumans do not make these errors on purpose

Training the person on how to avoid the error theyTraining the person on how to avoid the error they
dondon’’t intend to maket intend to make willwill lower the number of errorslower the number of errors

 TheThe ““Dirty DozenDirty Dozen”” are the contributing factors orare the contributing factors or
preconditions to that Human Errorpreconditions to that Human Error
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Train the person to recognize and understand theTrain the person to recognize and understand the
““Dirty DozenDirty Dozen”” and there will be less errorsand there will be less errors



The Dirty Dozen

1. Lack of Communication

2. Complacency

3. Lack of Knowledge

4. Distraction

5. Lack of Teamwork

6. Fatigue

7. Lack of Resources

8. Pressure

9. Lack of Assertiveness

10. Stress

11. Lack of Awareness

12. Norms
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Lets look at the contributing factors

that can cause any one of us to make

the error we don’t intend to make

G. Dupont
1993



Safety Nets

A Safety Net is a Regulation, Policy, Practice or
Procedure which, if in place might break a link
or prevent a link in the chain of events

The regulatory body controls the regulations

The company controls the policies

The individual controls the practice or
procedures

WB 2



Lack ofLack of
CommunicationCommunication
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The Dirty DozenThe Dirty Dozen
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 The failure to exchangeThe failure to exchange
informationinformation

 Seek first to understand,
then be understood
(Learn to listen)

 The “Mental Pictures”
must match



TheThe

failure to communicatefailure to communicate

correctlycorrectly

can have serious, painfulcan have serious, painful

consequencesconsequences

Not in WB



Ouch!!!
What we had there was

a

Not in WB

Failure To CommunicateFailure To Communicate

For Communication To Occur

TheThe Mental PicturesMental Pictures MUST MatchMUST Match



ComplacencyComplacency
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 Self satisfaction resulting inSelf satisfaction resulting in
a loss of awareness of thea loss of awareness of the
dangersdangers

 The greater the competency
of the person, the more
common this contributing
factor is

 The person will begin to see
and hear what he/she expects
to see and hear



Lack of KnowledgeLack of Knowledge

The Dirty DozenThe Dirty Dozen
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A lack of understanding orA lack of understanding or
experience for the task atexperience for the task at
handhand

 Can occur at any stage of a
work career with constant
changes

 Training is always a Safety
net and a good investment



Lack of KnowledgeLack of Knowledge

Not in WB

Don’t let this be YOU



DistractionDistraction

The Dirty DozenThe Dirty Dozen
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Anything that takes yourAnything that takes your
mind off the job at handmind off the job at hand

 Responsible for 15% of
all human error

 Number one cause of
forgetting

 Our mind can work
faster than our hands



Lack ofLack of
TeamworkTeamwork
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 A failure to seek andA failure to seek and
consider the input of othersconsider the input of others

 Becomes more common as
a company grows

 Calls for trust, a common
goal and communication

 Is a must for any SMS to
succeed



FatigueFatigue

The Dirty DozenThe Dirty Dozen
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A loss of alertness and aA loss of alertness and a
feeling of tiredness thatfeeling of tiredness that
eventually ends in sleepeventually ends in sleep

 The #1 contributor to
error

We (the industry) tend to
underestimateunderestimate the problem

We (the individual) tend to
overestimateoverestimate our ability to
deal with it



Fatigue?

Not in WB



Fatigue?

Not in WB



Lack ofLack of
ResourcesResources
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A lack of material orA lack of material or
support to Safely carry outsupport to Safely carry out
the task at handthe task at hand

 It is not uncommon, when
times get tough for persons to
be expected to do more with
less

 One has to learn when to
say NONO if it affects Safety



PressurePressure
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 The urgency of mattersThe urgency of matters
requiring immediate attentionrequiring immediate attention

Most pressure is self
pressure but the person fails
to realize it

 Training must provide a
model to help them recognize
the true source of pressure



Now

THISTHIS

is what real

PressurePressure

looks like

Not in WB
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Lack ofLack of
AssertivenessAssertiveness
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The Dirty DozenThe Dirty Dozen

 Failing to act in a bold andFailing to act in a bold and
confident manner on Safetyconfident manner on Safety
concernsconcerns

 Has caused many accidents
where one person had
knowledge but failed to share it

 Can be difficult to achieve in
some cultures
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StressStress

The Dirty DozenThe Dirty Dozen

 The subconscious responseThe subconscious response
to the demands placed on ato the demands placed on a
personperson

 The person often brings
the stressor to work with
them

 Their mind is never fully
on the job

WB 7
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Lack ofLack of
AwarenessAwareness

The Dirty DozenThe Dirty Dozen

 A lack of alertness andA lack of alertness and
vigilance in observingvigilance in observing

 Usually occurs to the very
experienced

 Believe they are doing the
right thing but have not
thought it through

 Needs to ask more “What
ifs”
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This is NOT Lack of AwarenessNOT Lack of Awareness

Not in WB



Whatever made you think your cat
would enjoy taking a shower with you?”

Lack of Awareness ???

Not in WB



NormsNorms
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The Dirty DozenThe Dirty Dozen

 Unwritten rules dictated
and followed by the majority
of the group

 Peer pressure and the desire
to “fit in” are major
influencers

 Not all norms are negative

WB 8



This is an example of

taking advantage of a

NormNorm

Not in WB
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TheThe Dirty DozenDirty Dozen are simple and easy to understandare simple and easy to understand

TheThe Dirty DozenDirty Dozen are practicalare practical

TheThe Dirty DozenDirty Dozen can apply to any occupation or even ourcan apply to any occupation or even our
daily livesdaily lives

TheThe Dirty Dozen,Dirty Dozen, if trained correctly,if trained correctly, will reducewill reduce humanhuman
errorerror
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Thank you for the opportunity
to speak to you today

System Safety Services

Email: dupontr@systemdupontr@system--safety.comsafety.com

Website: www.system-safety.com

If we can be of further assistance to you

Contact us at



First Fatal Airplane Crash

September 17, 1908

Lt. Thomas Selfridge killed

1st Fatality in Almost 5 Years


